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Qatari crisis

Arab quartet expands terrorism blacklist
Faith Salama

Abu Dhabi

S

audi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain
and Egypt have expanded
their terror blacklist tied
to Qatar, adding two more
entities and 11 individuals.
The two entities said to be directly funded by Qatar are the
International Union of Muslim
Scholars and the International Islamic Council, known by its Arabic
acronym Massaa
In a statement, the quartet said:
“The added entities are terror organisations working for promoting
terrorism by spreading hate speech
under the cloak of Islam to facilitate different terrorist activities.”
It added that “the individuals have
perpetrated different acts of terror
directly funded by Qatar at various
levels.”

The Saudi-led Arab
group accused Qatar of
“continuing to,
“support, sponsor and
finance terrorism,
encourage extremism
and spread hate
speech.”
The Quartet statement said Doha
provided them with other forms of
support, “including using Qatari
passports and working under the
cover of Qatari charitable organisations to facilitate their activities.”
The Saudi-led Arab group accused Qatar of “continuing to
support, sponsor and finance terrorism, encourage extremism and
spread hate speech.”
The International Union of
Muslim Scholars was established
in 2004 by Qatar-based Yusuf alQaradawi, the spiritual leader of

the Muslim Brotherhood. Its announced aim was to “bring Sunni,
Shia and Ibadi Muslims together,”
but it quickly began propping up
Islamist parties such as the Muslim
Brotherhood.
Funded by Qatar’s former emir
Sheikh Hamad al-Thani, the union has courted controversy by
publicly taking divisive positions
and making provocative political
statements. On June 8, Qaradawi
was branded “a terrorist” by Saudi
Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain over
his alleged theological support for
the extremist groups and suicide
bombings.
Also added to the blacklist was
Massaa, a less known but equally
shadowy entity. With its general
secretariat based in Doha, Massaa
oversees eight Islamist organisations.
Created under Swiss law, Massaa’s charter identifies “reform”
and “rapprochement between different Islamic factions and institutions” as its key aims. Its council, however, has combined the
intellectual ideology of the Muslim
Brotherhood with the practical
methodology of al-Qaeda.
The new additions to the terror
blacklist came days after Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir said, in
an interview with Spanish daily El
Pais, that Saudi Arabia would not
tolerate terrorism and that Qatar
was responsible for its proliferation throughout the world.
Jubeir’s statements come amid
the modernisation drive being
pursued by Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz, who has said it is time to
clamp down on extremism and
restore moderate Islam in the kingdom.
Former Saudi justice minister Mohammed al-Issa, who was
appointed secretary-general of
the Mecca-based Muslim World
League (MWL) just over a year ago,
said his organisation was likewise
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committed to rooting out extremism.
“We must wipe out this extremist thinking through the work we
do. We need to annihilate religious
severity and extremism, which is
the entry point to terrorism. That
is the mission of the Muslim World
League.”
Kuwait and the US, whose largest military base in the Middle East
is located in Qatar, have tried to
mediate a more than five-month
rift between the quartet and Qatar
in which Saudi Arabia, the UAE,
Bahrain and Egypt cut off land, air
and sea ties with Doha.
Two months into the dispute,
Qatar turned to the World Trade
Organisation for support. Last

month it made an initial request
for its case to be held before a dispute settlement panel, which was
blocked. Qatar made a second request on November 22, which, as
per WTO rules, required the creation of a panel.

The two entities said to
be directly funded by
Qatar are the
International Union of
Muslim Scholars and
the International
Islamic Council, known
by its Arabic acronym
Massaa.

The UAE has said it plans to
thwart the Qatari litigation by relying on a “national security exception” outlined in the WTO charter,
which has never been used in defence litigation.
The WTO’s dispute settlement
process can take months or years,
with initial rulings typically subject to appeal.
Some countries advised against
taking the claims up at the trade
organisation, with China and the
US saying it is the wrong body to
address the dispute.
Faith Salama, a Lebanese writer
based in Abu Dhabi, is an occasional contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Qatar facing renewed FIFA corruption allegations
The Arab Weekly staff

London

W

ith more revelations from a New
York trial and an
ongoing investigation into the head
of the beIN Media group, Qatar is
again at the centre of football corruption allegations.
During the trial of three senior
South American football officials
in federal court in New York, Alejandro Burzaco, the former head of
Argentine sports marketing company Torneos y Competencias,
testified that at least 22 FIFA executive committee voters received
million-dollar bribes to support
Qatar’s winning bid to host the
2022 World Cup.
Burzaco, who has accepted a
plea bargain in the case, detailed a
2011 phone conversation between
the head of the Argentine Football
Association, Julio Grondona, and
the former president of the Brazilian Football Confederation, Ricardo Teixeira, that appeared to confirm that Manama had bribed FIFA
delegates voting in 2010 on what

The latest controversy
has reignited the calls
for the 2022 World Cup
to be stripped from
Qatar following an
October risk report by
management
consultants
Cornerstone Global.

countries should host the 2018 and
2022 World Cup tournaments.
“He [Grondona] told me… that
Ricardo Teixeira [owes] him $1
million because Julio Grondona
voted for Qatar 2022 as the hosting
nation of the World Cup,” Burzaco
said on November 15.
He also said Grondona, who died
in 2014, had been unimpressed
with his million-dollar payout after
it emerged that other FIFA officials
had received substantially more
and that he had later confronted
Qatari officials and demanded $80
million.
Qatar sought to play down the
courtroom revelations. “It is all
hearsay and there is no evidence.
We are confident in the integrity of
our bid,” said Hassan al-Thawadi,
the secretary-general of Qatar’s
Supreme Committee for Delivery
and Legacy, which is charged with
overseeing the 2022 World Cup.
“We are confident of the people
we engage with. We are confident
in the manner in which we engaged with them,” he added.
Burzaco was asked by prosecutors to identify a photograph of Qatar’s Nasser al-Khelaifi, chairman
of France’s Paris St-Germain football team and chief executive of
beIN Media Group, with legal analysts saying this could indicate that
he could subsequently be linked to
a wider conspiracy.
Another witness in the trial, former Argentine financial executive
Santiago Pena, said al-Khelaifi had
been in negotiations to buy Argentinian firm Full Play Group, a company that was used as an intermediary in paying off FIFA officials.
Pena, a former Full Play executive,
also testifying as part of a plea bargain, revealed that the talks only

Dark cloud. Nasser al-Khelaifi, CEO of Qatar’s beIN Media and
president of French football club Paris St-Germain (PSG), talks to the
media after he was questioned as part of a criminal investigation
into World Cup broadcasting deals in Bern, last October.
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came to an end when Swiss authorities arrested a number of officials on corruption charges and
opened criminal proceedings into
the awarding of the 2022 World
Cup.
Swiss prosecutors have also
opened
criminal
proceedings
against al-Khelaifi over allegations

that he paid bribes to former FIFA
secretary-general Jerome Valcke
for the broadcasting rights of the
2026 and 2030 world cups. Valcke
was fired from FIFA in January
2016 and received a 10-year ban
from the sport.
The latest controversy has reignited the calls for the 2022 World

Cup to be stripped from Qatar following an October risk report by
management consultants Cornerstone Global that said there was a
growing possibility that the country would not host the tournament.
Entitled “Qatar in focus: Is the
FIFA World Cup 2022 in danger?”,
the report revealed that Western diplomats had privately expressed doubts about whether the
tournament could go ahead as
planned given the tense regional
climate and an ongoing corruption
probe.
“The reasons for this are many
and include open allegations of
corruption – both in the bidding
process and the infrastructure development,” the report said.
There has been increased fatigue
within football towards the ongoing FIFA corruption scandal, with
many calling for authorities to take
a stand.
“Of the 25 FIFA executives involved in the voting for Qatar…
13 have either been banned from
football or deemed demonstrably
corrupt. Only three have escaped
any stain at all,” said Britain’s
Guardian senior sports writer Barney Ronay.
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain and Egypt severed ties with
Qatar in June over what they described as Doha’s interference
in their countries’ affairs and its
support for radical groups. This
crisis has spread into world football, with some Arab fans saying
they would boycott any World
Cup in Qatar and Egypt’s football
association saying it would object
to any match officiated by a Qatari
referee at next year’s World Cup in
Russia.

